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1. The Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya gives a detailed description of the phonetic aspects of 
the Ùgveda and its Pada- and Kramapå†ha. The agreement with the Ùgveda known to 
us1 is almost complete, so much so that Max Müller (1891: li) could say, on the basis of 
this Pråtißåkhya, that "previously ... to the time when the Pråtißåkhya was composed, 
both the Pada and the Saµhitå texts were so firmly settled that it was impossible, for the 
sake of uniformity or regularity, to omit one single short a ...". Surya Kanta (1933: 78-
96) made a detailed comparison of the lengthening of final vowels in the Ùgveda and 
the description of the same in the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya, and found the latter to be 
"entirely free from all oversights" (p. 78). 
 There are, none the less, some points where the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya does not 
agree with our Ùgveda. Some of these have given rise to expressions of doubt if the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya was meant for the version of the Ùgveda which we are acquainted 
with, first by Rudolph Roth (1852: XLV), later by Hannes Sköld (1926: 42-46). Also 
Müller (1860: 135-136) had said that it is "doubtful how far the rules [of the 
Pråtißåkhya] can be considered as representing the general opinion of the Íåkalas." (The 
Íåkalas constitute the Íåkhå to which our Ùgveda is said to belong (Renou, 1947: 24 n; 
Bhandarkar, 1893: 419); see § 4 below.) Yet Müller (1860: 135, 137) thinks that the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya is intimately connected with our Ùgveda and does not hesitate to 
call it "Íåkala-pråtißåkhya". 
 Clearly the question of the Íåkhå of the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya deserves closer 
study. In the following pages evidence pertaining to this question will be discussed, in 
an attempt to reach a solution. 
 
2.1. On a number of occasions the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya presents as its own a point of 
view which does not agree with our Ùgveda. In some cases it contrasts this with the 
view of certain others, which shows complete agreement with the text know to us. 
 RPr I.43 (44) says that ∑, †, †h, ∂, ∂h, ˆ are cerebral (mËrdhanya). RPr I.51 (52) 
tells us that Vedamitra holds a partially different opinion: the places of articulation of ∂ 
are the root of the tongue (jihvåmËla) and the palate (tålu). The very next sËtra then 
                                                
1 Not to prejudge the issue, I shall speak of the "Ùgveda known to us", "our Ùgveda" etc., instead of using 
the term "Íåkala Saµhitå" or some of its equivalents. See below. 
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adds that his (i.e. Vedamitra's) ∂ becomes Ò when standing between two vowels, and his 
aspirated ∂h becomes Òh in this situation; examp[78]les are iÒå, såÒhå, as well as 
v¥∂va∫ga when with an Avagraha (i.e., in the Padapå†ha: v¥Òu'a∫ga). (RPr I.52 (53): 
dvayoß cåsya svarayor madhyam etya saµpadyate sa ∂akåro Òakåra˙/ Òhakåratåm eti sa 
eva cåsya ∂hakåra˙ sannË∑maˆå saµprayukta˙/ iÒå såÒhå cåtra nidarßanåni v¥∂va∫ga ity 
etad avagraheˆa/.) This change of ∂ to Ò and ∂h to Òh characterizes our Ùgveda, but is, 
apparently, not accepted by the author of the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya. 
 RPr VI.1-13 (378-389) gives a detailed description of the circumstances in 
which doubling of consonants takes place. The Pråtißåkhya then proceeds (sËtra VI.14 
(390)): saµyuktaµ tu vyañjanaµ ßåkalena. The commentator Uva†a (p. 200) gives two 
explanations of this sËtra. In the first one, a consonant which is connected with another 
one, which comes after a long vowel and is at the beginning of a word, is not doubled 
according to the precept of the Íåkalas2 (saµyuktaµ vyañjanaµ d¥rghåt paraµ na 
kråmati ßåkalena vidhånena/ ... padådir ity evånuvartate/). According to the second 
explanation of this sËtra, a consonant which is connected with another one is never 
doubled according to the precept of the Íåkalas (apare d¥rghagrahaˆaµ padådigrahaˆaµ 
ca nånuvartayanti/ aviße∑eˆa sarvatra ßåkalam icchanti/). The second interpretation 
seems to be the better one; it coincides with what we find in Påˆini's A∑†ådhyåy¥. P. 
8.4.51 reads: sarvatra ßåkalyasya [yaro (45), dve (46), na (48)] "In all [the contexts 
described in the preceding rules there is] no [substitution of] two [consonants] in the 
place of a consonant different from h, according to Íåkalya." 
 The opinion here ascribed to the Íåkalas is in agreement with our Ùgveda, 
which does not contain doubled consonants in such contexts (Müller, 1869: CXIII). 
This opinion is again not shared by the author of the Pråtißåkhya, who even considers 
absence of doubling a fault (RPr XIV.58 (816)). 
 RPr XI.17-19 (629-631) gives three opinions regarding the correct form of the 
Kramapå†ha on RV 8.70.9: ud Ë ∑u ˆo vaso (see Müller, 1869: CCXXVIII; Uva†a, pp. 
334-335). SËtra XI.17 (629; anantare trikramakåraˆe yadi tribhiß ca gårgya˙ punar eva 
ca tribhi˙) gives the opinion of Gårgya; according to him the correct form is: ud Ë ∑u/ Ë 
∑u ˆa˙/. SËtra XI. 18 (630; trisaµgame pañcabhir år∑yyanugraha˙) mentions no name 
and favours acceptance of the whole row of five words ud Ë ∑u ˆo vaso into the 
Kramapå†ha. SËtra XI.19 (631; catu˙kramas tv åcarito 'tra ßåkalai˙), [79] finally, 
describes the practice of the Íåkalas; they take four words into the Kramapå†ha: ud Ë ∑u 
ˆa˙. One gets the impression that sËtra XI.18 (630) expresses the view of the author of 
                                                
2 The word ßåkala could here be translated "of Íåkalya" and "of the Íåkalas". I choose for the second 
translation since Íåkalya's opinion — as against the one of the Íåkalas (see § 4, below) — is not always 
in agreement with our Ùgveda. See Müller, 1869: 9 and § 4 below. It is true that on this particular point 
the Íåkalas seem to be of one mind with Íåkalya, as may follow from P. 8.4.51, to be mentioned 
presently. 
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the Pråtißåkhya, not of some teachers (eka åcåryå˙) as Uva†a (p. 334) has it. But this 
view is not in agreement with the present-day practice of the Vaidikas. Present-day 
practice is the same as what sËtra XI.19 (631) describes as the practice of the Íåkalas: 
four words are taken into the Kramapå†ha. This I could ascertain by consulting Pandit 
Kinjawadekar Shastri in Poona, who has the Ùgveda and its Pada- and Kramapå†ha 
committed to memory. 
 [The Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya gives another detail regarding how the Íåkalas recite 
the Kramapå†ha in sËtra XI.61 (673). The Íåkalas, we here learn, never recite a word in 
their Kramapå†ha upasthita (merely followed by iti); instead they recite such a word 
sthitopasthita (followed by iti, after which the word itself is repeated), since only thus 
the word is seen as it is (sthitisthitopasthitayoß ca d®ßyate padaµ yathåvad vyayavad 
dhy upasthite/ kvacit sthitau caivam ato 'dhi ßåkalå˙ krame sthitopasthitam åcaranty 
uta//). Uva†a (p. 360) gives as illustrations: áraig íty áraìk (to RV 1.113.16), sv iti su (to 
RV 1.173.12), pråtar iti pråta˙. This also is in agreement with present-day practice, as I 
again learned from Pandit Kinjawadekar Shastri. This time, however, the practice of the 
Íåkalas is not explicitly contrasted with the practice of others.] 
 According to RPr I.64 (65) the Íåkalas show nasalization in the vowel of three 
måtrås which occurs in a pause, in order not to neglect the instruction of the teachers 
(tat trimåtre ßåkalå darßayanty åcåryaßåstråparilopahetava˙). This concerns the last 
word of RV 10.146.1, which the Íåkalas read vindat¥3◊ as does our Ùgveda. The last 
part of the sËtra is not fully clear (cf. Müller, 1869: XXIII), but seems to contrast this 
sËtra with the preceding one. According to the preceding sËtra, the teachers say that the 
first eight vowels (i.e., a ® i u e o ai au) are nasalized when they occur in a pause and are 
not prag®hya (RPr I.63 (64): a∑†åv ådyån avasåne 'prag®hyån åcåryå åhur anunåsikån 
svarån). If the opinion of the teachers coincides with the opinion of the author of the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya — which is likely (cf. Shastri, 1937: 154), but not fully certain — 
this is the fourth instance where the version of the Ùgveda which agrees with the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya differs from the version known to us. 
 RPr IV.17 (236) gives the opinion of "some" (eke, RPr IV.16 (235)). According 
to them, when † or n is followed by s, t comes in between (†akåranakårayos tu åhu˙ 
sakårodayayor takåram). This rule is followed in our Ùgveda, as far as the sound n is 
concerned. Examples are: RV 2.1.15 tån-t-saµ; 3.1.4 avardhayan-t-subhagaµ; 3.2.10 
ak®ˆvan-t-svadhitim. The version underlying the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya did not, to all 
appearances, insert t in these cases. 
[80] 
 Some more deviations of the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya from our Ùgveda may be 
mentioned. RPr IV.36 (255) prescribes elision of visarjan¥ya before a spirant which is 
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itself followed by a voiceless consonant, also when the spirant is cerebralized (Ë∑maˆy 
agho∑odaye lupyate pare nate 'pi). This rule is normally not obeyed in our Ùgveda. For 
example, RV 6.69.6 reads samudra˙ stha˙ where we would expect samudra stha˙ on the 
basis of this sËtra. Similarly, RV 5.59.1 reads va˙ spaÒ instead of va spaÒ, RV 6.47.30 
ni˙ ∑†anihi instead of ni ∑†anihi.3 The Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya does not give the opinion of 
others this time. 
 RPr IV.6 (225) tells us that according to all teachers the sound m, when 
followed by an explosive which has a different place of articulation, changes into the 
nasal which has the same place of articulation as that following consonant (visthåne 
sparßa udaye makåra˙ sarve∑åm evodayasyottamaµ svam). This rule is not followed in 
our Ùgveda, witness RV 10.135.3 yaµ kumåra, not ya∫ kumåra; 8.62.11 ahaµ ca, not 
ahañ ca; 3.48.2 taµ te, not tan te. Again no contrasting opinions are given. 
 RPr IV.7 (226) says that m before y, l, v which occur in the beginning of a word, 
becomes itself nasalized y`, l`, v` respectively (antasthåsu4 rephavarjaµ paråsu tåµ tåµ 
padådi∑v anunåsikåµ tu). Our Ùgveda does not obey this rule: RV 2.25.1 reads yaµ 
yaµ yujaµ instead of ya˘y ya˘y yujaµ; 10.71.2 bhadrai∑åµ lak∑m¥r instead of 
bhadrai∑å˘l lak∑m¥r; 6.48.14 taµ va instead of ta˘v va. 
 According to RPr IV.8 (227), n becomes l`, when followed by l. Our Ùgveda 
does not oblige, vide RV 2.12.4 jig¥våµ lak∑am (Pp. jig¥vån) instead of jig¥vå˘l lak∑am. 
 
2.2. On a number of occasions the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya talks about verses which do 
not occur in our Ùgveda. 
 RPr XVIII.56 (1057) reads: caturbhis tu paraµ dvåbhyåµ tava svådi∑†hå 
tacchaµyo˙ "But the verses tava svådi∑†hå ... and tacchaµyo˙ ... are with four, then 
with two [versefeet]." The first of these two verses is RV 4.10.5. The second does not 
occur in our Ùgveda. It occurs in the Ùgveda Khila (5.1.5 and 5.3.7) and reads there: tac 
chaµyyor å v®ˆ¥mahe gåtuµ yajñåya gåtuµ yajñapataye daiv¥ svastir astu nas svastir 
månu∑ebhya˙/ Ërdhvaµ jigåtu bhe∑ajaµ ßan no astu dvipade ßañ catu∑pade//. (It is not 
clear how this verse is to be divided into six versefeet (cf. [81] Müller, 1869: 
CCCLIII).) We learn from the commentator Nåråyaˆa on Óßvalåyaˆa G®hya SËtra 3.5.9 
that it is the final verse of the Bå∑kala Saµhitå (Scheftelowitz, 1906: 132; Müller, 1869: 
CCCLIII). 
 RPr XVII.45 (996) reads: ekådaßaiva chandasi pådå ye ∑oÒaßåk∑arå˙/ sarve 
trikadruk¥yåsu nåkule '∑†ådaßåk∑ara˙// "There are eleven versefeet in the Såµhitå5 which 
                                                
3 The rule of the Pråtißåkhya is at least once obeyed in our Ùgveda. RV 1.182.7 reads ni∑†hito for Pp. 
ni˙'sthita˙. More interesting is that the text of the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya itself follows the rule (Shastri, 
1959: 63). 
4 Müller's edition reads anta˙sthåsu. See however note 3 above. 
5 This translation of chandasi follows Uva†a (p. 484). 
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have sixteen syllables; they are all in the verses of the Trikadruka. There is a versefoot 
of eighteen syllables in the hymn of Nakula." Our Ùgveda contains no hymn that is 
ascribed to Nakula. Uva†a (p. 485) quotes in this connection the following line: arcåmi 
satyasavaµ ratnadhåm abhi priyaµ matiµ kavim. This occurs in the Ùgveda Khila 
(3.22.4a). 
 RPr XVI.88-92 (947-951) deals with the Subhe∑aja hymn, which does not occur 
in our Ùgveda. The reading of sËtra XVI.92 (951) has been corrected by Scheftelowitz 
(1906: 125) and shown to be about Ùgveda Khila 4.9. 
 RPr II.46 (150) refers to the verse tena no 'dya ... This is Ùgveda Khila 5.1.3b, 
which reads: tena nodya vißve devås sam priyåm sam avivanan. 
 The Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya refers five times to verses which occur neither in our 
Ùgveda nor in the Khilas known to us, viz., in sËtras XVI.19 (878), XVI.17 (876), V.24 
(341), VII.33 (465), IX.11 (548); see Scheftelowitz, 1906: 18-19. Two of these five 
references can be traced in the Bråhmaˆas and Írauta SËtras of the Ùgveda. RPr XVI.19 
(878) uses the word indra to refer to a three-verse (t®c) which, according to Uva†a (p. 
445), begins thus: indra ju∑asva pravahå yåhi ßËra har¥ha/ pibå sutasya matir na 
madhvaß cakånaß cårur madåya//. This section occurs at Aitareya Bråhmaˆa 4.1.2, 
Kau∑¥taki Bråhmaˆa 17.1, Óßvalåyana Írauta SËtra 6.3.1, and Íå∫khyåyana Írauta 
SËtra 9.5.3. RPr V.24 (341) seems to refer to the line te devå˙ parisv®te∑v e∑u loke∑u 
(Uva†a, p. 177). This is quoted at Kau∑¥taki Bråhmaˆa 8.8.6 
 
2.3. It is clear that the deviations of the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya from our Ùgveda 
described in § 2.1 constitute strong evidence that this Pråtißåkhya primarily deals with a 
version of the Ùgveda which differed in some points from ours. The mention of other 
views which agree with our Ùgveda indicates that the [82] author of the Ùgveda-
Pråtißåkhya was also, be it secondarily, familiar with our text. 
 It is not so certain what conclusions can be drawn from the fact that the Ùgveda-
Pråtißåkhya refers to verses which do not occur in our Ùgveda (§ 2.2, above). One 
might base oneself upon the hypothesis of Scheftelowitz (1906: 11-13) that all verses 
contained in the Ùgveda Khila belonged to other Íåkhås of the Ùgveda, and argue that 
all the verses referred to in the Pråtißåkhya and not occurring in our Ùgveda belonged to 
the Íåkhå of the Pråtißåkhya. Many of these verses, as we have seen, do indeed occur in 
the Ùgveda Khila, and some of the remaining ones are quoted in the ancillary literature, 
which also seems to agree with the thesis that they once belonged to at least some 
version of the Ùgveda. 
                                                
6 If RPr V.24 (341) is really about this line, then Keith's (1920: 396 n) proposal to read pariß®te∑u for 
parisv®te∑u is in conflict with the Pråtißåkhya, for the Pråtißåkhya prescribes that s will remain unchanged 
(prak®tyå). 
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 Unfortunately, it is far from certain that Scheftelowitz's hypothesis regarding the 
Khilas is correct (Renou, 1947: 21; Oldenberg, 1907: 217-235; Keith, 1907: 225-228). 
Moreover, we know that the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya does not limit its description to its 
own version of the Ùgveda, for it gives information about our version of it. It is 
therefore conceivable that the Pråtißåkhya also commented upon the phonetic shape of 
verses which did not occur in its own version of the Ùgveda. We shall find evidence to 
show this assumption right.7 
 But if we cannot decide which is the Íåkhå to which the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya 
primarily belongs on the basis of the verses it refers to, how can we come to know this 
Íåkhå? The answer is easy: The Pråtißåkhya tells us so itself. 
 
3.1. The Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya says in an introductory verse that it comments upon the 
Íaißir¥ya version of the Ùgveda (verse 7: asya jñånårtham idam uttaratra vak∑ye ßåstram 
akhilaµ8 ßaißir¥ye). 
 Not much can be learned about the Íaißir¥ya version of the Ùgveda from the 
ancient literature. There is, however, one old work which professes to deal with this 
same version, viz. the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥. This work admonishes the Íåkalas, in an 
introductory verse, to hear, in due order, of how many sËktas the anuvåkas consist in 
the Ùgveda, in the Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå (verse 9: ®gvede ßaißir¥yåyåµ saµhitåyåµ 
yathåkramam/ pramåˆam anuvåkånåµ sËktai˙ ß®ˆuta ßåkalå˙//). A perus[83]al of the 
Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ brings to light two further differences between the Íaißir¥ya version 
of the Ùgveda and the one known to us. First, the Íaißir¥ya version did not, apparently, 
contain the Vålakhilya hymns (RV 8.49-59), for it counts 92, instead of 103, hymns in 
the eighth Maˆ∂ala (see verse 35: dve caiva sËkte navatiµ ca vidyåd athå∑†amaµ ...; cf. 
Macdonell, 1886: xv). [The Vålakhilya hymns are none the less dealt with in the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya (Müller, 1891: xlvi f.; Scheftelowitz, 1906: 18 (note that Khila 3.1-
8 are the first 8 Vålakhilya hymns, i.e., RV 8.49-56, and Khila 1.6 = RV 8.59); 
Oldenberg, 1907: 213). This shows again that the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya did not confine 
itself to what it found in its own Saµhitå.] Second, the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ gives two 
different numbers of the verses contained in the Saµhitå (Müller, 1860: 220-221; 
Macdonell, 1886: xvi; see also below). If we take the lowest number and compare this 
with the number of verses in our Ùgveda, not counting the Vålakhilya hymns, we come 
to the closest agreement possible, but are still left with 15 extra verses that were 
                                                
7 Here it may be noted that RPr XVI.87-88 (946-947) seems to indicate that the Subhe∑aja hymn did not 
belong to the ten Maˆ∂alas (Oldenberg, 1907: 214). These sËtras read: sarvå dåßatay¥∑v etå uttarås tu 
subhe∑aje "All these metres are in the ten Maˆ∂alas; the following ones, however, are in the Subhe∑aja." 
8 Oldenberg's (1907: 212) suggestion to understand akhila in the sense "die Khila übergehend", "was 
nicht Khila ist", seems belied by the circumstance that the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya draws the Vålakhilya 
hymns into the discussion. See below. 
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apparently part of the Íaißir¥ya version of the Ùgveda (Oldenberg, 1888, 498-503, esp. 
502). 
 One more peculiarity of the Íaißir¥ya version of the Ùgveda may have been the 
following. Verse 43 of the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ gives as the total number of verses 
10580,5. The total number contained in vargas, on the other hand, is 10417 (verses 40-
42). This leaves 163,5 verses that are not contained in vargas. The Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ 
(verses 7, 17, 36, 39) makes a mention of Khilas and adds that for them no anuvåkas are 
stated (verses 17 and 36; Oldenberg, 1907: 211 n). Probably also no vargas were stated 
for the Khilas, for the total number given in the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ agrees with the 
number found in our Ùgveda (Oldenberg, 1888: 500; Keith, 1907: 228). This would 
mean that the Khilas referred to in the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ contained 163  verses. 
 The Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya and the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ together have brought to 
light the following distinguishing features of the Íaißir¥ya version of the Ùgveda. They 
are distinguishing in the sense that they are not present in our version of the Ùgveda. If 
they were all simultaneously present in the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå depends on the question 
how far this Íåkhå remained unchanged in the period between the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya 
and the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥. The features are: 
(i) The Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå did not contain the Vålakhilya hymns (RV 8.49-59). 
(ii) The Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå did not contain the sounds Ò and Òh.9 
(iii) The Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå doubled its consonants under the circumstances specified 
in RPr VI.1-13 (378-389). 
[84] 
(iv) The Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå elided the visarjan¥ya before a spirant which is itself 
followed by a voiceless consonant. 
(v) The Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå did not insert t between n and s. 
(vi) The Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå had the nasal corresponding to the following explosive in 
the place of m. 
(vii) The Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå had y`, l`, v` in the place of m before word-initial y, l and 
v respectively. 
(viii) The Kramapå†ha to RV 8.70.9 of the Íaißir¥ya school contained the row of five 
words ud Ë ∑u ˆo vaso, whereas the Kramapå†ha known to us has no more than 
four words: ud Ë ∑u ˆa˙. 
Perhaps we may add: 
(ix) Vowels occurring in a pause, not being prag®hya, were nasalized, in the Íaißir¥ya 
Saµhitå. 
                                                
9 According to Lüders (1923: 298) the Kåˆva recension of the Våjasaneyi Saµhitå contained Ò and Òh, 
whereas the Mådhyandina recension did not. 
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(x) The Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå contained 15 verses more than our Saµhitå (not counting 
the Vålakhilya hymns). 
(xi) The Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå had Khilas, which contained 163,5 verses. 
 
 We note that the differences between the Íaißir¥ya and the Íåkala versions are 
no smaller than the ones which are known to exist between the Íåkala and Bå∑kala 
versions (Renou, 1947: 20, 22; Oldenberg, 1888: 490 f.; Singh, 1975). 
 
3.2. It is noteworthy that a large number of these characteristics, which differentiate 
the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå from our version of the Ùgveda, are found in the Ùgveda Ms. from 
Kashmir, on the basis of which Scheftelowitz made his edition of the Khilas (1906), and 
of which he gave a fuller description later (1907). How much agreement exists between 
this Kashmir Ùgveda (KRV) and the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå may become clear when we go 
through the above enumerated points. 
(i) The KRV does not contain the Vålakhilya hymns; they are included in the 
Khilas (Scheftelowitz, 1920: 194 n; 1906: 35). 
(ii) The KRV contains Ò, but not Òh for which the Íåradå script (in which the 
Kashmir Ms. is written) has no sign.10 
[85] 
(iii) The KRV often doubles t and dh after a short vowel or anusvåra before y and v 
(Scheftelowitz, 1907: 112). This agrees with RPr VI.1 (378), which prescribes doubling 
of consonants which are initial in a group of consonants, after a vowel or anusvåra 
(svarånusvåropahito dvir ucyate saµyogådi˙ sa kramo 'vikrame san). 
(iv) The KRV drops visarjan¥ya (or s) before s followed by a voiceless consonant. 
Examples of s+st>st, s+sth>sth, s+sp>sp, s+sk>sk can be found in Scheftelowitz, 1907: 
104-105. 
(v) The KRV does not insert t between n and s (Scheftelowitz, 1907: 118). 
(vi) The KRV always has the nasal corresponding to the following explosive in the 
place of m (Scheftelowitz, 1907: 115-16). 
(vii) The KRV writes µvv and µyy where m precedes v and y respectively, initial in 
a word; m+l and n+l become µll or ˘mll (Scheftelowitz, 1907: 116). This seems closer 
to˘vv, ˘yy, ˘ll than what we find in our Ùgveda (µv, µy and µl respectively). 
                                                
10 That the Kashmir Ms. has a sign for Ò was pointed out to me by Dr. M. Witzel. It had not been noticed 
by Scheftelowitz (1906: 47). For the form of this sign see Renou & Filliozat, 1953: 692. The presence of Ò 
in the KRV may be due to ßåkalization, which also changed ∂ into Ò in the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya (see § 4, 
below). That the KRV considered itself to be the Íåkala Saµhitå (Scheftelowitz, 1906: 168) merely 
strenghthens this supposition. Note that the orthography of the concluding portion of the Kashmir Ms. 
which contains this information "weicht ... schon ein wenig von den ihm vorangehenden vedischen 
Texten ab, indem v und y nach einem Anusvåra nicht verdoppelt werden. Ausl. m wird hier vor anl. 
Sibilant, h, r, Nasal, Palatal gewöhnlich zum Anusvåra" (Scheftelowitz, 1906: 167). 
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(viii) About the Kramapå†ha of the KRV we have no information. 
(ix) Scheftelowitz, 1907 gives no information regarding nasalization of vowels in 
pausa; 
(x) nor about possible additional verses in the KRV. 
(xi) The KRV has Khilas, but the number of verses contained in them is greater than 
163,5. 
 The agreement between the KRV and the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå11 is clearly great, but 
not complete. It cannot be explained by assuming that someone "improved" the text of 
the Ùgveda on the basis of the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya. Several circumstances exclude this 
possibility. The most important is perhaps that the KRV contains features which are 
characterized as faults (do∑a) in the Pråtißåkhya. The KRV often contains single 
consonants where it should have two of them (Scheftelowitz, 1907: 105-107); this is a 
fault according to RPr XIV.16 (774) and XIV.58 (816). Further, at some points our 
Ùgveda is in closer agreement with the Pråtißåkhya than the KRV. RPr IV.18 (237) says 
that c is inserted to make -ñ cch- according to some. The Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå therefore 
probably had -ñ ch-, as has our Ùgveda. The KRV, on the other hand, has -ñ ch- only 
when a vowel (or r) follows, [86] when a consonant follows it has -ñ cch- 
(Scheftelowitz, 1907: 120). 
 It is of some importance to note that the KRV is independent from the 
Padapå†ha. This appears most clearly from the deviant readings in the Vålakhilya 
hymns (Schroeder, 1898: 283; Scheftelowitz, 1906: 36-45), but also from those in the 
main body of the KRV (Scheftelowitz, 1907: 85-90). 
 The above suggests that the version of the Ùgveda known from the Kashmir Ms. 
is closely related to, but not fully identical with, the version primarily described in the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya. This latter version was compared with, and perhaps to some extent 
adjusted to, the Padapå†ha, which the former was apparently not. The two versions are 
so close that we are tempted to think that the KRV is a descendant of the Íaißir¥ya 
Saµhitå, or perhaps both are descendants of a common ancestor. 
 (Caution is however required. Some (or even all) of the similarities between the 
KRV and the Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå may be due to other factors. Witzel (1980: 45-46), for 
example, has argued that the absence of t between n and s (point (v) above) is a 
peculiarity of the Veda tradition of Kashmir: it is also found in the Ka†ha material from 
Kashmir and in the Kashmir Ms. of the Paippalåda Saµhitå. It might of course be 
maintained that this is explained by the fact that in Kashmir the prestigious Ùgveda was 
preserved in the Íaißir¥ya version which contained this feature. Alternatively, this 
                                                
11 Another Ùgveda Ms. from Kashmir, discovered by M.A. Stein in 1896, shows striking similarities with 
the KRV, at least in points (iii), (iv), (vi) and (vii), and possibly in others (Dumont, 1962). Interestingly, 
this Ms. claims to belong to the Óßvalåyana Íåkhå. 
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feature might have existed independently in the KRV and, say, the Ka†ha school. 
Witzel, however, thinks that it came about under the influence of the Ka†ha school. The 
case of anunåsika before v, y, l (point (vii) above) is similar; see Witzel, 1980: 21-22.) 
 
3.3. There are some more works which claim to belong to the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå. One 
of them is the Vik®tivall¥, which says of itself that "the eight vik®tis (modified ways of 
recitation of the Veda, viz.,) ja†å etc. are characterized, not too extensively, by the great 
Seer Vyå∂i, with respect to the Íaißir¥ya text" (verse 4, p. 1: ßaißir¥ye samåmnåye 
vyå∂inaiva mahar∑iˆå/ ja†ådyå vik®t¥r a∑†au lak∑yante nåtivistaram//; note the "archaic" 
(?) Nom. Pl. vik®t¥˙!). It seems that the author of the Vik®tivall¥ blindly followed the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya and Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ in expressing its allegiance to the Íaißir¥ya 
Saµhitå, for his Ùgveda did not agree with what we know about the Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå 
in at least one respect. In verse 13 we read: ∂akårådividhånaµ tat 
svarånta˙parivartanam " That rule regarding ∂ etc. is a change [which takes place when 
∂ etc. are] between vowels." We know that in the Íåkala Saµhitå ∂ becomes Ò when 
between two vowels, but not in the Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå (§ 3.1, above). The Vik®tivall¥ 
therefore deals either with the same version of the Ùgveda as ours, or at best with a 
ßåkalized version of the Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå. M¥måµsaka (1973: I: 278, 291) has argued 
[87] on other grounds that the Vik®tivall¥ is a late work. See also Abhyankar-Devasthali, 
1978: XIV-XV. This makes it all the more likely that this text concerns itself with our 
Ùgveda. 
 The same is true of the Íaißir¥yaßik∑å. This treatise describes a Saµhitå which 
knows the sounds Ò and Òh (here called dusp®∑†a; see p. 2, l. 22) and prescribes insertion 
of t between n and s (p. 5, l. 96; p. 16, l. 307-08). In general it may be said that this 
Íik∑å follows the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya upon its heels. 
 
4. What more do we know about the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå of the Ùgveda? Verse 9 of the 
Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ (quoted above, § 3.1) suggests that there existed a close connection 
between the Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå and the Íåkalas. The same is done by verse 36, which 
reads: tån påraˆe ßåkale ßaißir¥ye vadaµti ßi∑†å na khile∑u viprå˙ "The learned Brahmins 
do not state those (i.e., anuvåkas) in the Khilas in the Íåkala, in the Íaißir¥ya text." The 
most natural interpretation of this verse leads us to the assumption that the Íåkala text 
and the Íaißir¥ya text were one and the same. This assumption is in perfect agreement 
with verse 9, and is not contradicted by anything in the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥. It is not, 
however, in agreement with the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya. This Pråtißåkhya, as we have seen 
(above, § 2.1), contrasts on three occasions its own view (which is the view of the 
Íaißir¥yas), with the view of the Íåkalas. The views of these Íåkalas are embodied in 
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our Ùgveda, so that we have no reason to doubt that our Ùgveda is the text of the 
Íåkalas. And our Ùgveda deviates in two further respects from the description of the 
Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ (above, § 3). 
 We might try to interpret verses 9 and 36 in such a way that the Íaißir¥yas are a 
branch of the Íåkala Íåkhå. This interpretation would be in agreement with the Puråˆas, 
which tell us that Íåkalya taught the Ùgveda to five pupils, one of them being Íaißiri or 
Íißira (Sagar Rai, 1964: 101-105; Renou, 1947: 52-56). Unfortunately, our most ancient 
sources of information regarding the Íåkhås of the Ùgveda make no mention of such a 
subdivision of the Íåkala, or indeed any other, Íåkhå. They are Patañjali's Mahåbhå∑ya 
(Vol. I, p. 9, l. 22) and the Mahåbhårata (12.330.32). Also the CaraˆavyËha (1.5; p. 
253) and the CaraˆavyËha contained in the Parißi∑†as of the Atharvaveda (49.1.6; 
Bolling-Negelein, 1909: 335) keep silence on this point. Moreover, this interpretation 
agrees as little with the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya as the former one. The account of the 
Puråˆas may have been an attempt to explain such passages as the two verses under 
discussion of the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥. Renou's (1947: 54-56) attempt to show the "well-
foundedness of certain puråˆic traditions" (p. 54) may well have succeeded in doing the 
opposite: demonstrating on the basis of what meagre information the Puråˆas built their 
account. When, e.g., the [88] B®haddevatå12 (8.84-85) mentions the names of Baudhya 
and Må†hara in a passage which deals with the Bå∑kala version of the Ùgveda, and the 
Puråˆas make Baudhya and (Agni-)må†hara into pupils of Bå∑kala, then the Puråˆas 
may very well have done so in order to explain this passage of the B®haddevatå. We 
must, therefore, be careful with the use we make of the Puråˆic account of the Vedic 
schools. 
 We must also be careful not to draw conclusions from the fact that the only two 
commentators whose comments on the eighth Maˆ∂ala of the Ùgveda have survived — 
Såyaˆa and Venka†amådhava — failed to comment on sËktas 49-59, the Vålakhilya 
hymns, which were absent from the Íaißir¥ya Saµhitå. There is no reason to think that 
these hymns were late additions to the text.13 On the contrary, they are accompanied by 
a Padapå†ha, and belonged therefore — in spite of Scheftelowitz, 1920: 194-198 — to a 
version of the Ùgveda even before the time of the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya (see further 
Müller, 1891: xlvi f.). 
 Probably these commentators, too, were led astray by the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥, as 
were ›a∂gurußi∑ya, who commented on the Sarvånukramaˆ¥ (Müller, 1891: xlvi), and 
                                                
12 Renou (1974: 54), following Bhagavad Datta, reads BD 8.84 thus: åßi∑o yogam etaµ hi baudhyo 
'rdharcena manyate "telle est la combinaison de prière que vise Baudhya au moyen de cette demistrophe". 
13 The great length of Adhyåya 6.4 (Roth, 1846: 34-36), which encompasses the Vålakhilya hymns, 
merely suggests that the division into Adhyåyas originally belonged to a Íåkhå which did not contain the 
Vålakhilya hymns, possibly the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå. This is confirmed by the fact that in the KRV the 
division into Adhyåyas is the main one (Scheftelowitz, 1906: 32-33). 
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perhaps the author of the Sarvånukramaˆ¥, seven of the nine Mss. of which used by 
Macdonell (1886: 30 n) leave out the Vålakhilyas (Scheftelowitz, 1920: 194). 
 It seems that in the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ we are witnessing an attempt to unite the 
Íaißir¥ya and the Íåkala Íåkhå of the Ùgveda; more precisely, an attempt on the part of 
the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå to be considered identical with, or part of, the Íåkala Íåkhå. This 
supposition, which solves the difficulty raised by the contradictory information 
provided by the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya and the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥,14 is further supported 
by number of facts, which will now be discussed. 
 To begin with, both the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya and the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ 
mention Íåkalya. The Pråtißåkhya gives the latter's opinion regarding certain matters in 
a number of sËtras. In one case Íåkalya's opinion deviates from our Ùgveda, i.e., in RPr 
IV.13 (232) (Renou, 1947: 22 n; Müller, 1869: 8).15 This suggests that the author [89] of 
the Pråtißåkhya knew that Íåkalya's opinion was not always identical with the opinion 
of the Íåkalas,16 even though the latter derived their name from the former; "Íåkalas" 
means "pupils of Íåkalya" (ßåkalyasya cchåtrå˙), as Patañjali's Mahåbhå∑ya (vol. II, p. 
210, l. 7-8) tells us. In short, the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya presents us Íåkalya as a historical 
person, who had had certain views. In the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥, on the other hand, 
Íåkalya is promoted to the rank of having seen the Veda (verse 45). This indicates that 
the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ is later than the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya, farther removed in time 
from Íåkalya; it further suggests why the Íåkala Íåkhå could absorb the Íaißir¥ya 
Íåkhå; if the Veda had been seen by Íåkalya, only the Íåkalas, Íåkalya's followers, 
could be in possession of the correct form of the Veda. 
                                                
14 It also explains why the KRV claims to belong to the Íåkala Íåkhå. 
15 Also from Påˆini's A∑†ådhyåy¥ we learn that Íåkalya's opinion did not always agree with out Ùgveda 
(Geldner, 1901: 145); similarly from the Våjasaneyi Pråtißåkhya (Weber, 1858: 72-73). 
16 It seems that also the later tradition discovered the disagreement between Íåkalya and the Íåkalas. 
They solved it (or so it seems) by calling the final redactor of the Ùgveda "Íåkala" instead of "Íåkalya", 
as he is called in Patañjali's Mahåbhå∑ya (vol. I, p. 347, l. 3). Müller (1860: 237) cites a verse from 
›a∂gurußi∑ya's commentary on Kåtyåyana's Sarvånukramaˆ¥, which reads: ßåkalasya saµhitaikå 
bå∑kalasya tathåparå "There was one Íåkhå of Íåkala, another of Bå∑kala" (tr. Müller, 1869: 232). The 
author of the Vik®tivall¥ (supposedly Vyå∂i) says: namåmi ßåkalåcåryaµ ßåkalyaµ sthaviraµ tathå. This 
can mean either of two things: "I bow to the teacher Íåkala and to the old Íåkalya"; or: "I bow to 
[Íåkalya] the teacher of the Íåkalas, and to the old Íåkalya". The second interpretation is closer to the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya, which seems to distinguish between Íåkalya and the old Íåkalya. The commentator 
Gangådhara Bha††åcårya, nevertheless, chooses in his Vik®tikaumud¥ for the first interpretation (p. 6). On 
p. 7, moreover, he quotes some verses (reproduced below, § 4) which speak of Íåkala and his five pupils. 
Renou (1947: 24b) mentions another occurrence of the personal name "Íåkala". 
 Íåkalya is again mentioned on several other occasions in the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya. In RPr III.13 
(199) he is made to uphold the view that in the case of Praßle∑a sandhi of two short vowels i, and in the 
case of K∑aipra and Abhinihita sandhi, the resulting vowel gets svarita accent, if the first of the two 
vowels was udåtta (ikårayoß ca praßle∑e k∑aipråbhinihite∑u ca/ udåttapËrvarËpe∑u ßåkalyasyaivam 
åcaret//). This agrees with our Ùgveda. On three other occasions it is not possible to decide on agreement 
or otherwise. RPr II.81 (185) and III.22 (208) give Íåkalya's opinion on details of pronunciation which 
are not reflected in writing. (The former of these two sËtras speaks of the "old Íåkalya" (ßåkalyasya 
sthavirasya), which leaves us in doubt if not someone else is meant.) RPr XII.31 (739) merely tells us in 
what sense the teachers Vyåli, Íåkalya and Gårgya used the term samåpådya. RPr IV.4-5 (223-224), 
finally, ascribe opinions to Íåkalya's father, which agree with our Ùgveda.  
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 Secondly, the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya mentions many authorities, the 
Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ knows only of two Íåkhås. Müller (1860: 142-143) gives the 
following list of authorities met with in the Pråtißåkhya: Ónyatareya,17 Gårgya, 
Pañcålas, Pråcyas, [90] Båbhravya, Måˆ∂Ëkeya, Yåska, Vedamitra, VyåÒi, Íåka†åyana, 
Íåkala, Íåkalya, Íåkalya-pit® (sthavira), Íaunaka (?). The Íåkalas represent, to all 
appearances, the version of the Ùgveda known to us.18 Vedamitra is mentioned once and 
seems to be one of the Íåkalas (see § 2.1, above).19 Måˆ∂Ëkeya is, as his name suggests, 
to be connected with the Måˆ∂Ëkåyanas, who had an own version of the Ùgveda 
according to the CaraˆavyËha (1.5; p. 253). Behind one or more of the other names may 
hide representatives of the Bå∑kala Íåkhå, because the Pråtißåkhya refers to a verse 
which we only know to have been part of the Bå∑kala Saµhitå (§ 2.2, above). The 
Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥, on the other hand, makes only mention of the Íåkalas and the 
Bå∑kalas (verses 21 and 36), and of course the Íaißir¥yas, but these last as identical 
with, or perhaps a subdivision of, the Íåkalas. It is, of course, possible that the author of 
the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥ simply had no urge or occasion to vent his knowledge regarding 
the other Íåkhås. More likely seems that the process of absorption and identification 
had considerably reduced the number of Íåkhås. 
 The last fact which supports the thesis that the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå was absorbed by 
the Íåkala Íåkhå is perhaps the most striking of all. We know that the Ùgveda-
Pråtißåkhya is against the substitution of Ò for ∂ in its own Íåkhå (§ 2.1, above). But the 
Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya itself shows this forbidden feature (Shastri, 1959: 63)! The sound Ò 
occurs in quotations as well as outside them, as follows. In quotations: RPr II.71 (175) 
rathoÒha; 72 (176) v¥ÒË; IV.49 (268) iÒåyå˙, iÒa˙; V.55 (371) dËÒabha; 59 (375) heÒa˙; 
VII.19 (451) m®Òayadbhyåm; 33 (465) m®Òa, ¥Òi∑va; VIII.34 (521) m®Òayanta˙; 35 (522) 
m®Òayå; XI.40 (652) dËÒabha; XVI.17 (876) v¥Òita˙; 73 (932) kr¥Òan; XVIII.53 (1054) 
¥Òe. Not in quotations: the word vyåÒi occurs 5 times (RPr III.23 (209); 28 (214); VI.46 
(419); XIII.31 (739); 37 (745)), ∑aÒ followed by a vowel 9 times (RPr IX.35 (572); 
XVI.11 (871); 13 (872); 16 (875); 23 (882); 28 (887); 34 (892); 35 (894); 75 (934)), 
                                                
17 Müller writes sometimes "Ónyatareya" (1860: 142), sometimes "Anyatereya" (1869: LXVII). The 
commentator on Caturådhyåyikå 3.75 speaks about an "Ónyatareya" (Whitney, 1862: 174). 
18 This follows from the passages collection in § 2.1, above, and from the fact that the other opinions 
ascribed to the Íåkalas in the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya nowhere conflict with our Ùgveda. The remaining 
passages which use the word ßåkala are as follows. RPr I.75 (76) mentions in passing that the particle u is 
nasalized and lengthened, according to the Íåkalas (or Íåkalya; Uva†a (p. 53) explains ßåkalena as 
ßåkalena matena) in the Padapå†ha (ukåraß cetikaraˆena yukto rakto 'p®kto dråghita˙ ßåkalena). RPr VI.20 
(396) ff. ascribe some particular kind of pronunciation to the Íåkalas, which it is hard to check against 
existing practice (assuming that such niceties of pronunciation remained unchanged, which is not 
certain). RPr XI.21 (633) speaks about a ßåkalam which people often remember/cite (smaranti) regarding 
the correct recitation of the Kramapå†ha. Uva†a (p. 337) explains this word as ßåkalavidhånam "precept of 
the Íåkalas/Íåkalya"; Müller translates "Íåkala-Lehrbuch". 
19 The Puråˆas identify Vedamitra (sometimes called "Devamitra") with Íåkalya (Vi∑ˆu Puråˆa 3.4.20; 
Våyu Puråˆa 1.60.63; Bhågavata Puråˆa 12.6.57; all quoted in Sagar Rai, 1964: 98-100). They may have 
based this identification on the mention of Vedamitra in the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya. 
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p¥Òana 4 times20 (RPr XIV.3 (761); 11 (769); 17 (775); 29 (787)), ∑oÒaßa 3 times (RPr 
XVII.44 (995); 45 (996); XVIII.54 (1055)), vr¥Òana19 (RPr XIV.6 (764)), and 
k∑veÒana19 (RPr XIV.20 (788)), each once. [91] The quoted word ni∑∑å† followed by 
avikramå becomes ni∑∑åÒ in RPr XIV.36 (794). The Pråtißåkhya of the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå 
is thus adjusted to the Íåkala Íåkhå. 
 
5. So there is reason to believe that the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå was once an independent 
branch of the Ùgveda and disappeared completely as the result of a process of 
absorption and identification. The last step of this process is taken in the 
Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥, which virtually denies the existence of an independent Íaißir¥ya 
Íåkhå. An earlier step was taken in the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya, in that it commented, not 
only on the Íaißir¥ya version of the Ùgveda, but simultaneously also on other versions. 
Traces of the former existence of the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå we find in the refusal of the 
commentators to comment on the Vålakhilya hymns, and in the Puråˆic accounts. There 
is, however, no reason to think that these later authors had access to important sources 
of information regarding the Íaißir¥ya Íåkhå beyond what they found in the Ùgveda-
Pråtißåkhya and the Anuvåkånukramaˆ¥. 
 The absorbing Íåkhå is here the Íåkala Íåkhå. It seems likely that the absorbing 
force of the Íåkala Íåkhå increased as the sanctity of Íåkalya grew. 
 It is interesting that the same absorbing force of the Íåkala Íåkhå shows itself in 
the work of a much later author, this time with respect to the Bå∑kala Íåkhå, the only 
other Íåkhå which survived for some time besides the Íåkala Íåkhå (Renou, 1947: 20). 
Gangådhara Bha††åcårya's Vik®tikaumud¥, commenting on the Vik®tivall¥ (1.4) ascribed 
to Vyå∂i, contains these two verses (p. 7; quoted by Bhagwaddatta (1920: 3)): 
 
ßåkalasya ßataµ ßi∑yå nai∑†hikabrahmacåriˆa˙/ 
pañca tatra g®hasthås te dharmiˆaß ca ku†umbina˙// 
ßaißiro bå∑kala˙ ßå∫kho21 våtsyaß caivåßvalåyana˙/ 
pañcaite ßåkalå˙ si∑yå˙ ßåkhåbhedapravartakå˙// 
[92]"Íåkala22 had hundred pupils, perfect brahmacårins. Five among them were 
householders, and virtuous heads of a family: Íaißira, Bå∑kala, Íå∫kha, Våtsya 
and Óßvalåyana. These five pupils of Íåkala produced the differences between 
the Íåkhås." 
 
Clearly this account of the origin of the Íåkhås is influenced by the Puråˆas (cf. Sagar 
Rai, 1964: 102-105). But here we find among Íåkala's pupils also Bå∑kala mentioned! 
                                                
20 Müller's (1869) edition writes p¥∂ana, vr¥∂ana, and k∑ve∂ana, but has Ò in all the other cases. 
21 The edition reads såµkhyo. Another edition — without title page, but apparently edited by Satya Vrata 
(Íarman or Bha††åcårya?) and published by the Satya Press, Calcutta, 1890 — has ßå∫kho, which must be 
preferred on account of its relatedness to ßå∫khåyana. 
22 On Íåkala see note 15, above. 
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In other words, the Bå∑kala Íåkhå is here not represented as an independent Íåkhå, but 
as a subdivision of the Íåkala Íåkhå! 
 It is tempting to think that this process of absorption and unification existed 
already before the time of the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya and is ultimately responsible for the 
fixed form which characterizes our Ùgveda, down to the minutest details. If this is true, 
we shall have to abandon the idea that the Íåkhås of the Ùgveda all presuppose a finally 
redacted text of the same (Renou, 1947: 21, 35). On the contrary, the final redaction 
will then have to be considered the final outcome of this process. In another article 
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